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766.

. research, including just plain "experience", in ordertto arrive at guidelines

for educational practice. How close are we to this state of affairs?

Note that I am not asking what is good or bad, or right or sarong. I

=Merely trying to characterize the relationship betweentheor7, basic

'research, and educational practice in the field of reading. It is necessary

to have a clear idea about tbis'relationship.as.a prerequisite for a serious

e-

evaluation of the state of the art in reading instruction. commentg

that follow are directed only towards this limited objective. I am not making

.a value judgment'of thessort that every statement made here that is not sup-

pored by basic research -findings is no gm'od. It is clear that-readirtgibin-

struction relieS upon several differenp-sources, basic research, _but also

applied research (e.g. program evaluation), as well as experience, speculation,

and logidal task analyses., I make no claim that one of these is necessarily

superior to the others; I an merely interested in sorting out. the role of

basic Vital research and'general cognitive theory in this total picture.

The first point I went to establish is that basic research appears to

Play relatively minor role in the practice of reading instruction, which is

largely based'upon classroom experience and intuition. I don't think,this

will suirriseyou,so I'll try to bebaef. I shall discuss, score exailes of

evaluative statements fro* some of the papers and, look at the basis of the

evaluation given.

For a start, I picked ten such examples haphazardly from the Beck and

Block paper. 'For three data Cited:

1) The GINN preieading program is ciiticized as too broad - and Venezky's

work is cited that prereading.dbes not entail high cognitive loads..
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2) It is claimed to be good practice to avoid the productipn of phonemes
JO

in isolation, and relevant research data are given as the.reason.

3) An emphasis en pure auditory discrirdnation islaudiaU, again on the

basis of research data shbowing that this is Aifficult for cpildien.

In the fourth case, a recommendation is made where relevant research

data could have been cited:

4) It is said to be iwortant to give frequent opportunity to apply

learned correspondences - wiqich is supported by a large body of data sin repeti-

tion and spacing effects in learning, encoding variability, etc.

In the other six cases, the argument'is rnde without recourse to

research results:

. 5) When should morphemes be introduced - is it true that "materials

should be as meaningful as possible within the constraints of vocabulary con-

trol":

6) Should the introduction of long and short vowels be separated by 1

imelk, 1 year, - or perhaps not at all?

7) Beck and Block "suspect that Palo Alto's methodjof adhering to ore-

to-One mappingfrbetween sounds.and letters) may result in the child's becoming

locked into a single-word-single-sound misunderstanding".

8) It is claimed that G1NN's phonic instruction relies too much upon

already existing abilities.'

9) For questions after reading, G1NN's WH-questions are said to be better

than Palo Alto's questions abOut where in the text something is.

.10) Both programs go from sound to letter (ipelling), but Beck and Block

say from letter to sound is "better "for it goes in the same direction as the'

terminal bchavior"..

..
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The score three (or four) to six for intuition. Ian not saying deser

. intuitions are

research.

Let' $

but note that these questions.cpuld all be answered by

1,

at some similar examples from Bateman's paper, paying little

more attention to the pitfalls that arise with this reliance upon
intuition.

4

.

. -Tor instance, (1)Arenezky's program, the DISIAR program, and Bateman's own pro-'

posal all rely'very heavily upon logical task analyses of rpariipg Three coat-

ponents of rear are eMphasized: (a) responding to a grapheme with a phoneme,

(b) the appropriate teporal sequence,

(c) the blending of the phonemes.

?Are these supposed to be_ stages o information processing, or. at,least com-

ponents thereof? If so, are they separable? Additive?' Are they .the right ones?

As ovd.tive.psychologists we know from sad experience that,wecan't simply go

and assume that our local analysis corresponds to how the head works`! These

are problems that cry outefor.researchl Logical analysis says, forlinstance, .

that 1pt4i-naming should not be included al'a subskill of reading. However,

as &nand points-out in his contribution, while lettertnaming is not itself

a pait,of reading, making discriminative responses to the letters certainly is.

I find it very hard to trust these logical task analyses very far. Certainly,.

they area good starting point, but what I haveobserved over and over-again

hive, is that they. are to; often also a stopping point.

Let me continue with a few more examples from the same paper.

2).DISTAR'S teaching to mastery is praised for avoiding wasted practice.

Again, there is no experimental evidence -for thii'claim; as far as I can tell,

and knowledge of the overleaming literature makes me doubt that it is correct-.

6
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3) Rozin and Gleitman claim that "semantics is easier than syntax than

Phonology'', and "syllables are easier than phonemes". Some hard evidence would

be nice; after All Children learn'to talk very early and respond bp-phonemes

! I

while still ih the crib (but not, I suppose, to NP's).

4) Some unsupported stataments,from Glass: ":'warning should be made

irrelevant to decoding instruction",'"Successful decoders da not consciously

use rules, so no rules should be taught" - why? -(Note the beautiful counter-

example later inIateman's paper-when.she talks about the PointyRule).

I don't went to belabor the point too much. Without questioning the uses

of intuition, experience, etc. as a guide to reading instruction, I would suggest

that research results could and should be used more widely and wore effectively.

For two claims made by Sticht I Wouldlike to add supporting data from

my own laboratory.

1) Sticht's main thesis is`that the language processei in (adult)

reading and auding are the sme.. As part of a larger experiment, Kinrslh

(1975) have compared immediate recall of 701-word paragraphs Jor listening and

reading (with the reading time equated to the listening tirrY There were

several experimental conditions, but/the. relevant obs;rvatibin here is merely

'that in all of them mean 'performance was within /7. for reading and listening.

Indeed, when WO did a very detailed analysis of exactly which prowsitionp were -

recalled from the texts, the over -alI correlation over propositioni was m86

between reading and listahim. Clearly, there will be situatiops where

rosding-listeningdifferences will be obtained, but at least for our college

student subjects itdidn't matter-a all whether they read a text or listened

to It. I would even go further than that. We have done considerable work on

r-
7
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the nature of inferences that people cake when reading simple stories (the

work of Keenan, Macon and Kintsch, in Kintsch, 1974). We have, replicated this

work with carmon.sequences,.that is, we let pictures rather than words tell

the story (Leggett, 1975): in all crucial respects the similarities between

the text- aid picture-conditions are overwhelming Vhen it comes to cognitive-

Aprocessing the precise nature of the perceptual inpq is less interesting than

the content of message being processed.

2) thel"second point conceins the observatioriSticht makes that the content

of a text is the main deterMinant of reading rates. We have shown that the

time subjects take to read a text is an approximately linear function of the

umber of propositions which are expressed by that text; even when the number

of words in the text is controlled.Vintsch and Keenan, in Kintsch, 1974).

The number of psopositions expressed by a text is an objective measure of what

.others have called "idea density", Our result implies that each propositio

requires a certain caprehension time (of the order of 171.5'sec), and that

increasing reading speed merely means. that fewer propositions will be processed.

'Awning now from the applications to

ask whether these studies are good or bad

the experiments, again I shall not

as experiments, but what they tell
F .

us about the practice of reading instruction.

Let me contintie with Sticht's paper. He reports an experiment qt1 reading

talk in first grade which is informative with respect to the auding-reading

issue: children are only slightly better when they read thei;own talk than

when they tread the talk of other dhiidren: This is a negative, but relevant

result. On the other hand, the two experiments in the for© of training programs

that Stidst reports have little direct bearing on the issue at hand. The

8
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oracy trainirg prograli provided ambiguous resulFs which are of little,use

and the adult literacy grogram shared mainly that transfer needs to be specific

rather than generabut has no relevance to the auding-reading question".

In contrasts Sticht's test iAstrument'to reasurethe auding-reading

(gap is an'excellent exa7ple of her:4 basic research can be fruitfully applied

in reading instruction..

Perfetti and Legold discusS a series of experiments'designed to investigate

whether good readers are better,able to organize what they read than poor

readers, Their results are disappointing, in that they failed repeatedly to

,find differences in organi4'ion between skilled and non-Skilled readers.

However, I would like to suggest that they were lookipg in the wrong place,.

They are looking at syntactic chunking, as it is induced by the phrase structure

of sentences. Such phrase-structure chunking is irperrtint in sentence perception,

S

however, only when the task is one of verbatim repetition of the sentence:

They should have looked at the semantic organization of the text by skilled and ion -.

skilled readers. bow is the content of a texttorganized? Are skilled readers

better able to form a notion of the gist Of a *sage than poor readers? We

have investigated problems of the over-all organization of text, the formation

of summaries, etc. for some time dOur, and a report On this work can be found

in Rintsch (1976) .

,ftrfetti and Lesgold continue with a r ben of interesting experiments

on coding speed,memory interference effects, tachistoscopic recognition,

matching and" ategorization tasks. However, only the first of these is used

in their section on "Implications for the teaching of readine': coding speed

serstmes are propose for measuring codini_efiiciencY. The two other implications

9



they talk about are quite independent of the experiments that had gone before:

What is good practice? Idho needs practice? We are back to intuition here

(though note,that both questions are perfeetly,:gaad research problems).

I)conclude therefore that practice in reading instruction _is largely

relying upon "experience" and program evaluation studies, and only
.

to a small extent upon basic research findingsv Basic research findings tend

to be a bit removed from questions of practice. The reason for this irable

state of affairs is, in my opinion, the lack of theory.

I* have good experimen6 on various components of reading and reading

programs, but the two are insufficiently interrelated; because we dont' 116m.e

_a theory of Leading worth speaking of. Withoit theory to guide. us the manx

-,I,Pits and pieces we haw have refuse.to fall in place.

- A tuber of speakers here have talked to us about their theoretical S
ideas - primarily Chall, Frederiksen, Goodman; and Stacy. But these presentations

wep.at a gross level, lacking specificity and detail. They'Covstitute pre:

ihnifiaryideas tow ads the fogaation-of a theory of readingrrather than the

,I,;103.uclied-out theory that we need. We may hake game good beginnings here,

but nOt more than that. .1

I fln4Jrederiksen's ideas highly congenial, I,think he made some important

points, and I ward not quarrel with the general thrust of his paper ( and I

don't think this is the place to argue aver minor details): Tut the level
.

of his presentation is too general to be very useful: Such terms as. top-dOwn

and bottom-up are mere* catch words who* they are used without further speci-

1
l

ication. Exactly what is meant when Frederiksen calls infertmce Ailing a

top-Abwn'process? Consider the sentence pair:

"Pn

10
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It, is i
in Pittruith. The grass is green.

/.

A reader
.4.

wi1l probably make the-inference that there is same kind of conilection .

between these two sentences,.e.g. a causal'one. In what way does this top-

down process of inEere6ce.formation changeuhal we provide the reader with an

explicit cue in the- text as to the connection between the sentences , as in

_ 1
It is string in Pittsburzh. Therefore° the grass is\2reen.

What ,happens if we give the reader, instead of explicit cue, merely. a.general.

indication that he is supposed to look for some kind of connection, as in:

4

It-is.spring in Pittsburgh, and the grass is.gree:n, too.

Do we change from.top-down in the first example to bottom up processing in the .

second, and to what in the third?

'Similarly, what are'we to make )f Frederiksen's claim that the child re-

.

verts to bottom-up processing whqn he,encounters "difficulty"? There seems

I be a grain of truth here, but we are 9verwhelmed by vagueness.

Goodban's discussion, of language functioning is extellent and incortant,

-

but it.suffers from the sane lack of specificity. Stay provides some detail

in this respect, but he only outlines what needs to be done.. What sae really

need in order to make this approach work is something like ShuY's Figure 2 on

a with granddr scale, with special emphasis on howthese vaqdcis language,func-

tions are realited in speech and print.

Next, consider an example from StiCht. He talks akopt the "ability to

donprehenr, and "complete comprehension",- One cannot stop 'with tens .like

:these.. They are merely broad, descriptive phrases behind which we hide our
,

lack of understanding of the information processing involved, its stases; their

. .
inGarreliiions, resoterceJequirements-and so'onc. in other words a precise

'nodal of "caTrehension".. .

a
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Chall's'stage'theory of reading is cost interesting and will _undoubtedly

becord-Veryinfluantial. She herself rakes the point that the present 1..ork is

merely preliminary, and I' can only seeond.ger .in stressing the need for greater

1

speCificity: In parricill4r, the stages:rust be defined It the information

'processing level. I shall cane back to this point later, but consider here
. ;

, .

Chall's characterization of .Stage 2 learning. The child reads "for confirming

what is already imown" and "learns

baps-this'is SD; but what we would
4

of how such learnidA occurs. This

f
to.use the redundancy of the language': - per- -

need is a 'step-by-step process4ng analysis

is very iMportant, since Chall thinks that

- r.
Stage 2 is a main failing point for many literacy campaigns!'

I Wbuld also like to raise a voice of caution about the use of the'concept..
"stages of reading". "Stage" impliesthat samet is-changing qualitatively.

As an example, consider the transition frail Stage 2 to Stage. 3. Chall argues 410

that there are peculiarities in theinformatiod precessing-in the child's

. .

reading during Stage 2 that prevent him from acquiring new.information, 1.da

'reading. Therefore, children in this stage read and re-read things that they,

already know - fairy. "Little:House.on the Prairie ", or religious tracts

in the old days: Between Stage 2 andl the reading process 'changes, ambling

the child to learn, new .things by reading, at first in a limited way. FUrther

changes in the characteriitics.of thd reading procesd occur making

reading mbre.and more useful and flexible.

This is a Itice analysis, but do we' really need the concept Of a stage?

Oilcan only teach what is already partly known. New information Cannfily be
.

I

successfully handled if there exists an apperceptive mass towhichit relates.

.
'the reason kids mist read fairy tales and "Little House ,on the Prairie "' for so

A

12,
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long is that is all they can absorb. As they learnimomtheir horizon

broa
)01

ant and they are bitter able to learn faarr reading.: They can't learn from

"Stage 2", not because of any peCuli&itiesof their information

processing, but simply because their knowl "tdo small. As their

knowledge ipereases, it becomes easier and)iasie; to add to it.

Chall would argue that childen in.Satge 2 learn.orally, bat not fruit

reading. HOweve \thil might siMply be a resgurce ai3ocation problem. When ,

reading is not yetliully automated, most of the r 's resources are used up

by the decoding proCess, leaving insufficient resources for the comprehension

process.' Wen I read French, Iancounter a similar problem:- miait
41/
of my

resources'go into translating, so-that at the end of a page I often find that

I.don't rememir anything fries it, though I had laboriously read 'it! Similarly,

college students in labovatory experimentiro- are given mirror reversed texts

to read often remember very little o content ofwhat.theyirad read.

I am not saying that Chall is wrong in talking about stages of, reading. I am

merely saying that I arinvt yet convinced that such a radical assumption is

really necessary. One certainly should explore the alternative of describing

reading 'development in terma/Oi a continuity of intorLtian processes. What

changes might be the t f material th'at can be read, and the use people

cm make of the information ..).1ot necessarily the reading. process itself.

use kind of e called for here is illustrated In .this conferencer'by the .

41. '

... work ef'Yen,,, , and Massaro. Before discuising it, let me.back by a bit and

0

remind you f epme of the ground rules- for the construction of information

r Processing models, as discussed in the .contribution Of Perfetti and Lesgold.

13
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They assumed that:

1) reading is a'complex process with interrelated but isolable componints,

776

2) the relationship between skilled,rearlindbeginningreading is not
4 .

a straightforward one Cbt.i I should add; neither is such A relationshiP abSent,

and there :are 'researchers like Goodman who specificily. claims _that

only one kind of reading).

Venezky and Massaro's contributions, as L said, is the kind of detailedwork

we need, but at the same time this particular work illustrates same of the

dangers of this approach. Basically, they start with a perceptual analysis

-that transforms the visual stimulus into a possible letterist, here the

orthographic regularity effects are important (see their Figure 1). Further

analysis constructs the visual, repregentation of a word from the possiblities

generated earlier. From there they go to the abstract representation of thew!!
,

at which point speech and reading merge aneVenezky'and Massaro stop.

The trouble is'that they have sepaiate&components out of the total

system and neglected feedback loops from higher cognitive processes (linguistic-

syntactic, semantic and pr4gmattc analyses of the message) that greatly in-

fluence not the visual amalyiis per se, but the use, that the system nukes of

its output. in other wards, it is a fine model for ward recognition but not
/

for reading. The stages imply that a stage must be finished before. the

next one becomes oper ive. But it. possible that output is pont ly

available and that lower level analyses are rarely completed to the point where

they uvula provide a "list of possible letters for.each position in a word".

Indeed, the full visual analysis of a letter takes considerable time (300

14
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meec,by some.accounts) andhigher-order.processes do not wait for them to

be completed, Instead, .decisions 'are made on the basis of partial visual

analyses-AM context. Reading is not just decoding, but also context utiliza-

tion - and I think Venezky and Massaro tend to neglect the latter:
,

"Ile primary goal of initial reading instruction is rapid word recognition,

which is the only major Skill aniqUe to reading ". But it does not follow that

initial reading is best taught as word recognition. Our goal is'reading, not

word recognition.
1

Venezky and Massaro's criticiqms of-the Johnson experiment is justified,

and I wouldrliker to repeat it. When words are compared with words, if just

one or two letters ate perceived as identical, _or as different, the subject

can make *a response 'Same, or "different", respectively. However, when a

target letter is compared to the word, each letter of the word must be checked

against it: But the poiht that Venezky and Nassaro seen to miss is, that

reading is like word matching - a hypothesis testing process, with feedback

loops so that there is no needrto analyze all the letters of a word, if you

can make out the word frj just a few; it is not like letter detection,

A'uttiklireluires a more complete analysis.

Venezky andtiasearo's conclUsiOn is, probably correct. that "Om-manic

'quality and word meaning do not influence the initial visual resolution of the

letter string" but so what? Tine_ problem here is that a component process of

reading is treated in isolation. "111e real question is to what extent is reading

(in the initial reader, in the skilled der) determined by visual factors,

orthogr:Whila-kigtaaritY. Phonemic quaiity, whole word features, syntax, semantics,

the macrostructure of the message, etc.

15
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Veneiky and Massaro will say, of course, that they are not talking about

reading in general but initial reading. Obviously decoding here is crucial.

-But it,does not follow that we can neglect everything else. Even.if they suggest

the perfect Iiistruc'tional progrJM for word recognition (= initial reading),

it still might be unsatisfactory as areading.program because it assumes that

ail other cagivitime processes invOlWd in the target behavior may safely be

Acted in initial instruction. Perhaps so, but we should not just rume it.

In spite of thii :weakness .of the model (In part this weakness simply'reflects

r

shortcomings of their presentation, because more complete descriptions of their

model do taa into account the factors whose.omission I have criticized here, .

e.g. ItIsssaio, 1975). thejenezky and Massaro appLoach is, I think, exemplary

in this grcup because it is the-only one that is specific and detailed enough

to be seriously criticized. (Just one nice example of the virtue of being

specific:. one =Argue forever about the role of phonemic encoding in reading

without any tope of Agreement, bUt:in the present model phonemic coding is

specified in, such a-way that it become an empirically decidable issue).

Perfetti andLesiold's theoretical notions are much more vague in comparison. .1Ie

bottlempktheory they:discuss is vety general. What they call'the by-pass

wide' isiqo vague and so implausible (does it really presume that there are no

-ceUtraijkocessinilimitations in the human organisms)? that it is useless.

Indeed, Ptifetti ai4 Lesgold. propose to bypass the kind of cognitive

perydirology4mcdas that I an calling for here. They say we know -about correlation,

but we don't know about causation- (If there is a moral discernible in the papers

preseateai here, it is certainly this: that we continually get ourselves into

trouble because we doft't know4Now to-interpretcorrelatiOnal cita). They
- ^
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propose to bypass the hard task of determining causal chains, and to go directly

..totheedUcationally most relevant problemi: what should one do in termsof

practice and instruction to improve readings It, preference would` be to given an

answer to this question based upon a Sound information Processing model of

reading. It is the long way, but I don't see filch reason to trust shortcuts.
t .

Vhat I have shid's6 far can be summarized quite easilif,Applied work on

reading instruction appears to flourish:(though the actual practice in the
1

classroom seems to be another matteryet). Basic research in reading is going

equally strong, especially in so far as it concerns decoding problems But

4

the interaction bemekenithe two is insufficient: applications -rely -more 60

intuition and experience than upon laboratory research, and the laboratory

research frequently bypasses the. issues that are most impoitant inlreading

r f

instrxjction. I have tried to argue that the lack of a serious theory of reading
.

is one of the main reasons for this state of affairs. Compared to the level

of specificity that is found in same of the applied work (e.g. Be& and Block,

Bateman), and the precisian of the experimental research (e.g. Venezky and

d;..Plassaro,"Perfetti and tesgold), tile poorly articulated global analyses that pass

for theories-in the field of reading are disappointing indeed. I don't think

that we can hope for' an iiiipmevementsin the relationship between reading research

and practice, and betii:.en basil and applied research inn reading, until we

have a good model of the reading process. Ait we have seen.in this conference,

there exist some promising theoretical yOns around which such a dodel'imight

evolve, and that is the point where progress must occur if the whole area is to

develop 'soundly.

'17
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At the begimir of this discussion I had set\myself the task of exploring 0

the relation between research and practice, as it is reflected in the papers

presented here. 'this `task done, I would like 6 look at thestatuS of reading

research in a more general way.

I an puzzled by two seemingly contradictory facts: FirstI read the

newspapers almost continuous,complaints &at somewhere between 25% and 30`7, of

our. children "can't read'. Secondly, I learn this. conference 'that we have

the reading programs now to teach all children (or at any rate 9S% of them) to

read. This claim was= made explicitly by Bateman, hit it was iTplicit,- in =clip.

'off our discussion bele and oonfimmed in several conversations I have had in the

last to days by people who ought to knot/.

To resolve this conflict, I shall borrow Shuy's very handy outline of the

factors involved in ,reading: My adaptation of Shuy's Figure 5 is Shown

below, and I want to make a single, rather simple point with it. The excellent

4=g:rams for early reading instruction that we have available today rely
.

primarily upon the teaching of letter-sound correspondences (decoding, in

teacher talk), as shown by point A in my figure. Semantic and pragmatic factors

play a minor role when children learn to read in this way. When we say that.

we have reading programs available today, that if, they were actually used in our

schools would assure that practieally all _children could read, we mean that
.1

we know how to get a child to read in the manner designated by point A. Skilled

reading, on the other-hand, is a'different matter,.as shown by B. While,

with-our best instruction procedures today, we can get a child to A, we don't

know how to get him from A to B. Most of the time the child will, of course,

slake that transition jand be helped by oar teaclairOi but we don't have the

18



Figure 1. A graph after Shuy, showing-the dependence of early reading

upon letter-sound correspondences, with semantic-functionat cues playing a

iwr rbli, and the ascedance of the latter as the reader becomes skilled.

I
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same degree of control over this phase of learning to read that we do in -.

:getting the beginning reader to. A.

-Indeed, the'experts disagree at this point. The majority at this conference

sees the problem as one of phasing A out and Bin. This viewpoint .is best

A, the problem

is tokeep up our advantage and prevent the transition probleus that often

I

articulated in Chall's stage analysis. We know haw to get to

occur .in the second and third grades Uhat happensjirx\the later grades is not

really a reading problem; but a general congitive problem. Even if we could

close the auding-reading gap quiteearly,4roost of those 25-30% "W1' can't

read' would still not be able to perform at the 8th grade level.

The minority opinion, ably represented here by Gooilian; believes that

starting at A interferes with the later achievement of B, and that a better

procedure mould to teacIrthe beginning reader to use pretty much the Same

cuesof a semantic-functional type that support'skilled reading. It tight I

be harder to start that way, but it avoids problems later.

It would appear that the decoding party would need to show, us how to solve

the transition problem in Figure 1, and the advocates of reading-for-meaning

would have to develop beginning-reading 'instruction programs as Successful as

the decoding-oriel nted programs I certainly can't tell you which of these

alternatives will eventually 'be the best, but the analysis that I have

given here is correct it has sharpened the issues a little. .

2Q
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April 14- -A _M.

OPEN DISCUSSION OF KINTSCH PRESENTATION

VOSS: Speaker requested Vaat his comments be deleted:

1

P

4INtSCH: No, I canU. And I think I have a lot of evidence to back up the claim'

AlibiLthis' would be impossible. Look at what is happening in artificial

intelligence. *en you Want .to get a computer to. cbmprePheild even a simple

sentence, yoil can't do it' unless you give the computer the'required Icnowl'edge

structure. .So comprehension and knowledge acquisition;' I think, are" very closely

interrelated, and the best comprehension training that I can think of is just to

teach the kids more and more.`'

VOSS: Speaker requested that-his comments be deleted.

GOODMAN: My favorite way of ,saying that is that everybody is functionally,

illiterate to some extent, and you are functionally illiterate in the things.that'

/76u lack background to deal with. That is one of the reasons wby, tp. the

beginning reading, you ity with things that are *relevant and understandab

within the experiential And perceptual background of the kids who are doing'

learning.

CHALL: There is so such evidence of all kinds that knowledge is terribly

important for reading. On is tbe very high correlation that you have between

vocabulary knowledge and reading Comprehension. The other is that the better

readers, on standardized texts, are the ones who are better educated. And - -I

lobed bearing you Sly this--in order to be a good readeq, you have to have a good

education.
4
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BATEMAN: It occurs to me that the illiterate are not among- us'. They really

aren't represented, in this car:ferenee, and I think that illiteracy is -like a

-disease. If there wer.e some other disease as. devastIng to the individuAl

afflicted and to our total society as funCtional illiteracy is., we would not be

sitting here saying we need more. theory or they need more theory. We would first

cure the damn disease; then, we would sit in our meeting and talk about what

kind of bug really caused it.

.

.

I very m h want the record, to snow that while we sit here accurately

recognizing that our the&ries are incomplete shd that our data are incomplete
t

we, nonetheless, know enougn to teach ids to read, and we are not doing it.

I also think it is very important that, in addition to sitting nere, we also

recommend that somebody get%out there and teach kids to read, because we all need

it--kids need it, and we need it.

Amen.

GOODMAN: For the record also: cancer is a dlpease, too, but you are not going

to let every quack out there try to cure people, just because people ane dying

every day.
' .

FREDERIPEN:: I would like to follow up on a discussion Jim Voss brought up;

that ia, 'the notion that when you teach the decoding component, you come to a

point where yoU get into skilled stages- -if you want to'use the Word Alagg--and

everything becomes very spedific. In fact, all comprehension is specifiC to sore

kno4ledgethat a person has. The thing that I feel should be,addreseed is what 'I

permeive as a kind of a break that occurs between the kind of reading children

are asked to do in the early irades and the kind they have to do once they get

23
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out of early reading instruction, .hen. they are nc beihei taught'

specifically by reading .teaonern. Tnat seems to .be a ooir.t at ..trice:

difficulties, related not to inability to decode out to these otner aspects of

the Oocess, crop up. I was trying to address that problem in my paper by saying

that we have to be concerned im the earliest stages with the whole process. Wo

have to consider the effects of what we do to train one component. on the whole

system.- That problem has to co with extending reading instruction into the later

grades, and it also involves some different kinds of considerations about

instruction in the early grades.

GLASER: Speaker requested that his comments be deleted.

VOSS: speaker requested that his comments be deleted.'

4
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